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A raw food diet is a purely healthy diet. Recently published research show that rheumatoid and
fibromyalgia patients&#151; In this information, readers will see the secrets to raw food weight
reduction; how natural foods can heal your body and increase energy and enthusiasm; information
on the anti-aging properties of natural food; &#149; and 100+ recipes that display how raw foods
can be combined into delectable meals.who amount in the millions&#151; More people than ever are
turning to a raw food diet. Fully explains the advantages of this increasingly popular diet plan choice,
plus presents a mini cookbook that gets readers started on their new regimen &#149;can benefit
from an uncooked vegan diet abundant with antioxidants, lactobacilli, and fiber
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Good stuff I've got 3 additional raw food books. I love this one the very best. I'll even bet that should
you make these recipes for your carnivore close friends, they'll still appreciate them. I appreciate
that. It is written for idiots.. I was bummed.starts by explaining the advantages of going natural. I'd
been raw for per month prior to reading this book, but the motivation to continue was good.Step-by-
step instructions for soaking and sprouting strategies (easy to follow chart included). Therefore, I run
around putting the other ingredients back on the shelf coz that recipe's a clean! Thanks, it sucks to
get a recipe picked out and find out at the supermarket while reading a label that I cannot have that
specific thing. My kitchen is definitely sproutin' right now.Recipes with easy to find ingredients is
essential. I've got to prepare food for 5 s.a. There is also an extensive source section in the trunk.
enthusiasts so I don't have alot of time or cash to fool around with. This book's got the recipes I can
use. I bought THE ENTIRE Idiot's Guideline to Eating Raw - that you would think will be friendly to
beginners - but no, this recipe within a recipe point was rampant within. It touches once or twice on
this or that being gluten free, which is vital for me. It clued me into nama shoyu...major gluten goin'
on. Method easy. I was too timid to attempt this technique til I read this book. I found theRAW DEAL
tips useful. I ruined a recipe from another book because it didn't tell me to soak $12. Five Stars
awesome book Gotta have this book. The recipes are located in other books not only this one, so
it's not a negative from this book.. This book helps me not really screw factors up.Idiot's Guide offers
great insider tips on kitchen appliances. Some people may never desire to or attain this degree of
organization. To top it all off, this is a little and personal factor, but I found the cartoon drawings at
the start of the main sections to be somewhat lame, not funny to me actually in a corny kind of
way.want I'd have read this before I bought my dehydrator, blender, food processor chip, and
juicer. I seem to be the only person who doesn't care for almond milk. The hours it saves in
dehydrating time due to its design is crazy! NOW I AM bummed with my cheapy Walmart one.
There are a lot of chip, cracker, and loaf of bread recipes I cannot make very well minus the good
dehydrator. I acquired to go on you tube to watch other people describe it before one of these
finally described that they needed to be soaked. The dehydrating chart is effective, as well. I love
how Idiot's Guidebook explains why you possess increased temps at the beginning of some
dehydrations and not others, and why it really is still considered natural at these temps. Also, a
Champion brand juicer may be the one recommended by all raw foodists I've examine from. One
recipe (for tacos) in particular contained 5 different sub-recipes, all situated in different chapters of
the book, AND some of the sub-recipes had multiple measures. This publication helped me
complete the first couple of weeks and helped me understand what was needed to begin. It defines
some of the natural foodist lexicon. The publication Becoming Raw is excellent for comprehensive
and well-researched info on the raw food diet, and how best to meet your dietary requirements
while consuming raw, plus it clarifies in detail how to prevent potential pitfalls. I'd purchase it again if I
didn't already own it! Dishes not for beginners. If you truly have done no reading or research on raw
foods, you might well find the introductory info helpful and informative.d. So, I'm giving it 3 stars for
that. However, if you need to after that learn simple-to-prepare dishes that will help you ease into
this way of eating, you might be disappointed. I dislike finding multiple recipes and steps "hidden"
within dishes. The live oatmeal recipe was an easy task to prepare and delish! This book explains
very basically the differences in how they work and therefore why Champion is the brand
recommended. I also found errors in the text, just like a recipe intro to a juice that mentions an
ingredient that's not listed in the recipe itself. The nut cheeze itself has to be cultured overnight to get
ready, AND the rejuvelac takes several days to make from begin to finish. Plus, rejuvelac is normally
detailed in the chapter on "advanced techniques". Good grief. This is enough to overwhelm and turn
off anyone. (I attempted to help make the rejuvelac, btw, and it was a failing for me.) Actually,



preparing something like a raw edition of tacos could take you more than a week, if you haven't
already gotten in to the rhythm of preparing and soaking all of these different elements in advance.. I
have tried hardly any recipes due to this complexity. Sometimes I believe these problems occur
when books are compiled by professional chefs. I wish it had colored photos as well as any photos
for the quality recipes but that could make the price more than I’d be ready to spend. They could
have gotten valuable feedback in that way, and were left with more user-friendly dishes.As well as
the recipe complications, many ingredients have become costly, and VERY difficult to find. One
salad dressing needed pumpkin seed essential oil, which even my local Whole Foods doesn't carry.
In addition, it has a good glossary of terms that's not present in additional books which helped me
when I was reading to raised understand the nuances of the raw diet.00 for an extremely small
bottle. (I declined to purchase it. Great book for anyone considering a raw diet plan, not just idiots
While I don't consider myself an idiot, this is one of three books I purchased ahead of endulging in
to the Raw Food way of life. Up to now I have liked the experience by following the simple steps in
the publication. They make a point of saying that you may find eating raw to be much less
expensive. Extremely informative, makes a Whole Foods, plant-based diet plan seem obtainable!
Further, the few recipes I have tried were not stellar. I came across I had to make a lot of changes
to make them palatable. Example: the nut cheeze is normally one sub-recipe of the raw taco recipe,
and when you locate the recipe for nut cheeze (in another chapter, of course) you find rejuvelac
needs to be "readily available" to help make the nut cheeze.. It hits all of the points you often read
concerns about. Plus, it had been much more visually interesting, with gorgeous photos and inspiring
estimates. That book isn't all raw, however; it contains more cooked vegan dishes. Great dishes. It's
like having a pal explain lots of little facts as well as some biggies, in a great to read manner. For
really simple and unintimidating recipes, go with Jennifer Cornbleet's Raw Meals Made Easy for one
or two 2 People. I had been a seasoned raw-vegan when I purchased this but it reinforced and
backed what I already knew and revealed some brand-new discoveries too.I think the authors of
this reserve are sincere and well-intentioned people, but this publication of theirs really was a miss
for me. A good Starting Place if you're considering going raw or curious Well done. Covers all the
basics and more. Ani Phyo's books (Ani's Raw Food Kitchen and Ani's Raw Food Essentials) are
also ideal for fairly uncomplicated quality recipes (though more complex than Jennifer's), and also
good background info. We had decided that We had not been happy with the food I was feeding
on and the lifestyle We had and after reading "Raw could cure Cancer" decided to go to a raw
food diet myself. Simply Wonderful I have a number of raw food books. The problem is they are too
difficult or as well boring. This book gives great details.I really enjoyed another book by these
authors, Vegan Fusion Globe Cuisine, and had much better success with those quality recipes.. I
was wrong. Five Stars Awesome book on the fundamentals of Natural Diet and TONS of recipes!
The choco tacos had been really good. I nearly didn't try them. You should. The dehydrator to buy
may be the Excalibur. The cardamom-almond milk is excellent. The survivor's cereal is worth the
cost of the publication. I am not a smoothie person and always looking for something else for
breakfast. Four Stars Good relevant information, lots of good recipes as well. A good starting place
if you're considering going natural or just curious.Basically, the book imparts alot of knowledge, small
tips and info on nutition without being as well sciencey. There are numerous, many other instances
like this.) I believe it was the only recipe in the reserve contacting for pumpkin seed essential oil,
which means you had better like the dressing and make it regularly to consume the oil, or come up
with other recipes for it on your own. The recipes are great and I think this is a good complement to
both other books I purchased. Another thing, Idiot's Guide tells you exactly what must be soaked for
any provided recipe. I finally found a bottle of it on the low shelf at a wellness food store and it was



a lot more than $20.Try it, you'll enjoy it. Not alot of hype. I understand my husband is enjoying the
new dishes and hasn't complained however. Well, not with these recipes, unless you were familiar
with dining frequently at expensive restaurants. This is a wonderful book. It came suggested and I
acquired no idea every one of the information it contains. Not just recipes as I thought, but filled with
diy’s for sprouting, dehydrating, soaking, you babe it this book covers it! I wish they had taken all of
the recipes to close friends who had little to no encounter in natural and asked them to try making
them in their own home kitchens. As it is usually it’s a great deal! Is Raw ideal for me? Five Stars
Great book ! Five Stars Awesome recipes in this books, plenty of tips and color pictures.00 worth of
almonds. Want to go natural? That is a must-have for your kitchen. I thought the recipes would not
be interesting since that is a simple book.For natural information and recipes, I've several other
recommendations. The chocolate-orange pudding is excellent.!!
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